
NGUYEN TRAI BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST -  10th FORM- TERM I
Full name:……………………………….. Time: 45Mins  – Theme 1
Group     : 10A..……./ Room:…………. Date:…………………………Mark:………………………..

Write your answers in the following table
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.
PART I: PHONETICS: (1 point)
A. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others:
1)  A. term                          B. excursion      C. sun-burnt    D. persuade
2)  A. transmit B. scenic        C. lightning                             D. multiply
B. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others:
3)  A. effort                      B. routine        C. capable                    D. comedy
4)  A. interaction B. electronic         C. entertainment                    D. technology
PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (4.5 points) Circle the best answer
5) When Jim came home, his children ............................ already.
      A. slept                      B. were sleeping     C. had slept                  D. have slept
6) My sister ............................ facebook all day, but she doesn’t do it any more nowadays.

A. used to surf  B. is used to surf C. gets used to surfing    D. would be surfed
7) Jill isn’t on the phone ............................ makes it difficult to contact her.

A. which B. ,which        C. that                    D. whose
8) My parents didn’t let me join our classmates on the excursion, then it took me a lot of ..................... to
get their permission.

A. allowance B. persuasion     C. confirmations              D. complaints
9) My grandfather often watches the .....................news on VTV1 at 12.00 pm.
     A. fifteen-minute            B. fifteen-minutes        C. fifteen minute                     D. fifteen minutes
10) A lot of my friends passed the entrance exam to high school with flying colours.
     A. badly                         B. easily                       C. excellently                          D. difficultly
11) The number of the .............................. in the bomb attacks last Sunday was 96 people.

A. died                B. death                       C. dying                             D. dead
12) You can relax by listening to..............................music after a hard-working day. 

A. computer-playing     B. computer-played     C. computing-played            D. computing-playing
13) Our teachers advised us ............................... in the examination room.

A. not to worry B. to not worry       C. not worrying                      D. not worry
14) Although Laura had some bad marks, she  ........................ no effort to learn harder.

A. did B. got                 C. made                D. took
15) – “........................ is her new house ............................ ?” –“ It’s big and comfortable”.
     A. Both B and D             B. How/Ɵ C. How/like                 D. What/like
16) The local authorities ........... this market to build a new school for the children in the area next month.
     A. demolish B. will be demolish     C. will be demolished         D. are going to demolish
17) Yoko is telling me about the student ........................... has taken the entrance exam 13 times.
     A. who            B. whom                      C. whose                    D. ,that
18) This machine. ....................... for at least five years.

A. hasn’t used     B. hasn’t been used    C. isn’t being used               D. hadn’t used
19) Marie Curie was awarded a Nobel Prize in Chemistry ......... determining the atomic weight of radium.

A. at                B. on                  C. for                                      D. from
20)........................ being tired yesterday, she tried to go to work.
      A. Because        B. Because of              C. Although                            D. In spite of
21) Television can make things memorable because it presents information ....................... 

A. effectively B. poorly                C. passively                D. lazily
22) – “Could you show me the way to the nearest post office, please?”
      - “…………………………………………………………………………”.

A. No way, sorry.                                      B. Look it up in a dictionary, please. 
C. Just round the corner over there.                  D. There’s no traffic near here.



PART III: READING (2 points)
A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
      World Wide Web (WWW), computer-based  network of information resources that combines text and multimedia.
The information on the World Wide Web can be searched through the (23)_______   , a global computer network.
The World Wide Web is often referred to simply as “the Web.” The Web started to become a popular resource after
1993 when the first  (24)_______   distributed browser  provided a convenient  way to  (25)_______  a  variety  of
information on the Internet. The Web uses multimedia which means that information can be displayed in a wide
variety  of  formats.  Users  can read texts,  view pictures,  watch  animations,  listen  to  sounds,  and even  explore
interactive environments on the Web. The Web has also become a marketplace for many companies selling products
or services, and a forum for people to exchange opinions and information. Museums, libraries, government agencies,
and schools post information on the Web to make it (26)_______    to others. 
23) A. medium             B. Internet C. resource D. computer
24) A. hardly     B. gradually C. widely   D. early
25) A. access               B. enter C. join   D. interact
26) A. different B. satisfied C. exciting D. available
B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each question.
    Son Doong Cave, a three-million-year-old cave in central Vietnam, is located in the heart of the UNESCO-listed
Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park in Vietnam's Quang Binh province. It was first discovered in 1990 by Ho Khanh, a
local farmer who was seeking shelter from a passing storm in the jungle. He noticed clouds and the sound of an
underground  river  gushing  from a  large  hole  in  the  limestone,  and  reported  his  findings  to  the  British  Caving
Research Association (BCRA),  who were stationed in Phong Nha at  the time. Unfortunately,  Ho Khanh lost his
bearings during his return, and the exact location of the cave remained lost for 18 years. In 2008 while hunting for
food he stumbled across the entrance again, and returned the following year with Howard and Deb Limbert from the
BCRA. They began the exploration of the cave, and in 2010 determined it to be the largest ever discovered in terms
of the size of its cross-section. Stretching more than five kilometers long and reaching heights of 200 meters  and
150m  wide,  Son  Doong  Cave  is  large  enough  to  house  an  entire  New  York  City  block.   With  a  total
measured volume of  38.5 million cubic meters,  this comfortably surpasses Deer Cave in Malaysia,  which
was considered to be the previous record holder. In 2013, it was opened to the public for the first time. Only 10
customers per departure are permitted. Tours run once per week between February to August per year.
27)  How was Son Doong Cave first discovered?
A. Ho Khanh found out it accidentally when he was seeking shelter from a passing storm in the jungle in 1990.
B. In 2008 while hunting for food, Ho Khanh stumbled across the entrance of the Cave.                      
C. Ho Khanh reported his findings to the British Caving Research Association and they discovered it.                          
D. Howard and Deb Limbert from the BCRA discovered it in 2008.
28)  When was it first opened to the public?
A. In 1990   B. In 2009             C. In 2010                            D. In 2013
29)  How large is Son Doong Cave?
A. 5km             B. 200 meters             C. 150 meters                      D. 38.5 million cubic meters 
30)  What used to be considered the largest natural cave of the world?
A. Deer Cave B. Son Doong Cave                 C. New York City block          D. The British Cave
PART IV  :   WRITING (2.5 points)
A. Give the correct form of the words in brackets to finish the following sentences.
31) She harboured the dream of being a doctor, which was …………………. for a woman in the 18th century. (possibly)
32) There is a lot of …………………. from the people who are living near the polluted river. (oppose) 
B. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting and CORRECT it.
33) My brother has stopped to eat fatty foods because they are not good for his health.
                                  A            B                              C                              D
34) A computer can do calculations by lightning speed and perfect accuracy.

        A                                         B            C                                D
35) This is the second time I try this food and it is really delicious.
        A                     B              C                                     D
C. Rewrite the following sentences using the given cues
36) He doesn’t go to the church any longer now. (Using “used to”) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
37) Nobody has cleaned the windows of the laboratory since last week. (Changing into Passive Voice)         
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
38)  Some people dream of a job. They can do the job without technology. (Using a relative pronoun)
  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
39) Our students started learning in this big school two months ago.
 Our students have ………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
40) Because it rained heavily, we had to cancel our picnic.
 Because of ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



                                                                                       THE END.
NGUYEN TRAI BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST -  10th FORM- TERM I
Full name:……………………………….. Time: 45Mins  – Theme 1
Group     : 10A..……./ Room:…………. Date:…………………………Mark:………………………..

Write your answers in the following table
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.
PART I: PHONETICS: (1 point)
A. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others:
1)  A. term                          B. excursion      C. sun-burnt    D. persuade
2)  A. transmit B. scenic        C. lightning                            D. multiply
B. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others:
3)  A. effort                      B. routine        C. capable                    D. comedy
4)  A. interaction B. electronic         C. entertainment                    D. technology
PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (4.5 points) Circle the best answer
5) When Jim came home, his children ............................ already.
      A. slept                      B. were sleeping     C. had slept                  D. have slept
6) My sister ............................ facebook all day, but she doesn’t do it any more nowadays.

A. used to surf  B. is used to surf C. gets used to surfing    D. would be surfed
7) Jill isn’t on the phone ............................ makes it difficult to contact her.

A. which B. ,which        C. that                    D. whose
8) My parents didn’t let me join our classmates on the excursion, then it took me a lot of ..................... to
get their permission.

A. allowance B. persuasion     C. confirmations              D. complaints
9) My grandfather often watches the .....................news on VTV1 at 12.00 pm.
     A. fifteen-minute          B. fifteen-minutes        C. fifteen minute                     D. fifteen minutes
10) A lot of my friends passed the entrance exam to high school with flying colours.
     A. badly                         B. easily                       C. excellently                        D. difficultly
11) The number of the .............................. in the bomb attacks last Sunday was 96 people.

A. died                B. death                       C. dying                             D. dead
12) You can relax by listening to..............................music after a hard-working day. 

A. computer-playing     B. computer-played   C. computing-played            D. computing-playing
13) Our teachers advised us ............................... in the examination room.

A. not to worry B. to not worry       C. not worrying                      D. not worry
14) Although Laura had some bad marks, she  ........................ no effort to learn harder.

A. did B. got                 C. made                D. took
15) – “........................ is her new house ............................ ?” –“ It’s big and comfortable”.
     A. Both B and D           B. How/Ɵ C. How/like                 D. What/like
16) The local authorities ........... this market to build a new school for the children in the area next month.
     A. demolish B. will be demolish     C. will be demolished         D. are going to demolish
17) Yoko is telling me about the student ........................... has taken the entrance exam 13 times.
     A. who            B. whom                      C. whose                    D. ,that
18) This machine. ....................... for at least five years.

A. hasn’t used     B. hasn’t been used  C. isn’t being used               D. hadn’t used
19) Marie Curie was awarded a Nobel Prize in Chemistry ......... determining the atomic weight of radium.

A. at                B. on                  C. for                          D. from
20)........................ being tired yesterday, she tried to go to work.
      A. Because        B. Because of              C. Although                            D. In spite of
21) Television can make things memorable because it presents information ....................... 

A. effectively B. poorly                C. passively                D. lazily
22) – “Could you show me the way to the nearest post office, please?”
      - “…………………………………………………………………………”.

A. No way, sorry.                                      B. Look it up in a dictionary, please. 



C. Just round the corner over there.              D. There’s no traffic near here.
PART III: READING (2 points)
A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
      World Wide Web (WWW), computer-based  network of information resources that combines text and multimedia.
The information on the World Wide Web can be searched through the (23)_______   , a global computer network.
The World Wide Web is often referred to simply as “the Web.” The Web started to become a popular resource after
1993 when the first  (24)_______   distributed browser  provided a convenient  way to  (25)_______  a  variety  of
information on the Internet. The Web uses multimedia which means that information can be displayed in a wide
variety  of  formats.  Users  can read texts,  view pictures,  watch  animations,  listen  to  sounds,  and even  explore
interactive environments on the Web. The Web has also become a marketplace for many companies selling products
or services, and a forum for people to exchange opinions and information. Museums, libraries, government agencies,
and schools post information on the Web to make it (26)_______    to others. 
23) A. medium             B. Internet C. resource D. computer
24) A. hardly     B. gradually C. widely   D. early
25) A. access             B. enter C. join   D. interact
26) A. different B. satisfied C. exciting D. available
B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each question.
    Son Doong Cave, a three-million-year-old cave in central Vietnam, is located in the heart of the UNESCO-listed
Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park in Vietnam's Quang Binh province. It was first discovered in 1990 by Ho Khanh, a
local farmer who was seeking shelter from a passing storm in the jungle. He noticed clouds and the sound of an
underground  river  gushing  from a  large  hole  in  the  limestone,  and  reported  his  findings  to  the  British  Caving
Research Association (BCRA),  who were stationed in Phong Nha at  the time. Unfortunately,  Ho Khanh lost his
bearings during his return, and the exact location of the cave remained lost for 18 years. In 2008 while hunting for
food he stumbled across the entrance again, and returned the following year with Howard and Deb Limbert from the
BCRA. They began the exploration of the cave, and in 2010 determined it to be the largest ever discovered in terms
of the size of its cross-section. Stretching more than five kilometers long and reaching heights of 200 meters  and
150m  wide,  Son  Doong  Cave  is  large  enough  to  house  an  entire  New  York  City  block.   With  a  total
measured volume of  38.5 million cubic meters,  this comfortably surpasses Deer Cave in Malaysia,  which
was considered to be the previous record holder. In 2013, it was opened to the public for the first time. Only 10
customers per departure are permitted. Tours run once per week between February to August per year.
27)  How was Son Doong Cave first discovered?
A. Ho Khanh found out it accidentally when he was seeking shelter from a passing storm in the jungle in 1990.
B. In 2008 while hunting for food, Ho Khanh stumbled across the entrance of the Cave.                      
C. Ho Khanh reported his findings to the British Caving Research Association and they discovered it.                          
D. Howard and Deb Limbert from the BCRA discovered it in 2008.
28)  When was it first opened to the public?
A. In 1990   B. In 2009             C. In 2010                            D. In 2013
29)  How large is Son Doong Cave?
A. 5km             B. 200 meters             C. 150 meters                      D. 38.5 million cubic meters 
30)  What used to be considered the largest natural cave of the world?
A. Deer Cave B. Son Doong Cave                 C. New York City block          D. The British Cave
PART IV  :   WRITING (2.5 points)
A. Give the correct form of the words in brackets to finish the following sentences.
31) She harboured the dream of being a doctor, which was impossible for a woman in the 18th century. (possibly)
32) There is a lot of opposition from the people who are living near the polluted river. (oppose) 
B. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting and CORRECT it.
33) My brother has stopped to eat fatty foods because they are not good for his health.
                                  A            B (eating)            C                                 D
34) A computer can do calculations by lightning speed and perfect accuracy.

        A                                        B (with)       C                        D
35) This is the second time I try this food and it is really delicious.
        A                     B              C (have tried)                    D
C. Rewrite the following sentences using the given suggestions.
36) He doesn’t go to the church any longer now. (Using “used to”) 
 He used to go to the church.
37) Nobody has cleaned the windows of the laboratory since last week. (Changing into Passive Voice)         
  The windows of the laboratory haven’t been cleaned since last week.
38)  Some people dream of a job. They can do the job without technology. (Using a relative pronoun)
  Some people dream of the job that/ which they can do without technology.
39) Our students started learning in this big school two months ago.
 Our students have learnt/ been learning in this big school for two months.
40) Because it rained heavily, we had to cancel our picnic.



 Because of the heavy rain, we had to cancel our picnic.
THE END.

NGUYEN TRAI BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST -  10th FORM- TERM I
Full name:……………………………….. Time: 45Mins  – Theme 2
Group     : 10A..……./ Room:…………. Date:…………………………Mark:………………………..

Write your answers in the following table
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.
PART I: PHONETICS: (1 point)
A. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others:
1)  A. could            B. should       C. food             D. look
2)  A. opposite B. demonstration     C. technology                      D. photography
B. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others:
3)  A. scientist           B. media    C. special             D. computer
4)  A. understand            B. retarded     C. communicate             D. convenient
PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (4.5 points) Circle the best answer
5) When I was small, I ............................ fishing with my father at weekends.
      A. was used to go         B. used to go C. got used to go                 D. used to going
6) You shouldn’t be impatient with............................ work.

A. time-consumption B. time-consumed C. timing-consumption     D. time-consuming
7) The mother got angry because her son went out late at night without her............................ yesterday.

A. persuasion B. communication   C. permission                      D. convenience
8) The first term is going to an end soon, so we’ve arranged a ............................ excursion to Ninh Binh.

A. two-day B. two-days   C. two-day’s       D. two-days’
9) Do you think facebook is a miraculous medium if it is used within certain limits?
     A. strange                      B. powerful              C. spacious                          D. magical
10) By the time I rechecked  my test paper, all the candidates in the room ........................in theirs. .
     A. were handing            B. had handed         C. have handed                   D. were handed
11) The .............................. in the bomb attacks last Sunday have been taken care of.

A. injury                B. injure                   C. injured                      D. injuring
12) Media have a great effect..............................our daily lives. 

A. on                         B. at                         C. with                                D. from
13)- “ I’d like the see the film “Pete’s dragon”. .............................. it yet?” – “Yes. Twice.”

A. Did you watch B. Had you watched C. Do you watch               D. Have you watched
14) I passed the exam with high grades  ........................ made everyone in my family pleased.

A. which B. ,which             C. that                   D. whose
15) – “........................ do you go jogging ?” – “Every day”.
     A. When                         B. Both C and D      C. How often          D. How many times a week
16) -“ Why don’t we go for a picnic this weekend?”
      - “…………………………………………………..”

A. No way, sorry.                                 B. It sounds wonderful. 
C. Think before you say.                        D. No, let’s do that.

17) The heavy traffic  ........................... them from getting to the airport on time.
      A. prevented B. took                     C. made             D. confirmed
18). ....................... having worked hard for a long time, she could afford to buy a big house.
      A. Because        B. Because of          C. Although                          D. In spite of
19) The students ................ get high marks in the first term examinations will be congratulated next morning.

A. who                           B. whom             C. ,that                               D. whose
20)-“ May I have my dictionary back?” – “ I clearly remember ....................... it to you last week.”
     A. bring                B. to bring                C. bringing                           D. to bringing
21) I have bought a lot of things because I .......................a party for my son.

A. am going to hold       B. will hold            C. hold                    D. am held



22) Don’t make any mistake in this document. You have to type it .......................
A. easily                        B. perfectly            C. violently                    D. accurately

PART III: READING (2 points)
A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
    Computers are  (23)_______   in many ways. First, they are fast. They can work with information even more
(24)_______ than a person. Second, computers can process a lot of information at the same time. Third, they
can keep the data for  a long time. They do not    (25)_______  things that  the common people do. Also
computers are not always corrects. They are not perfect, of course. But they don’t usually make mistakes.
These days, it is important to know about computers. There are a number of things to learn. Some companies
have classes for work. Also, most universities offer day and night courses in computer (26)_______   . Other
way to learn is from a book or a friend. After a few hours of practice, you can work with computers. You may
not be an expert, but you can have fun.
23) A. harmful             B. helpful C. careful D. meaningful
24) A. passively B. clearly C. quickly D. hardly
25) A. forget             B. remember     C. remind D. work
26) A. research             B. advance C. line             D. science
B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each question.
        Huế is a city in central Vietnam that was the seat of Nguyen Dynasty emperors and the national capital from
1802 to 1945. A major  attraction is its vast,  19th-century Citadel,  with many gates of  the fortress, including the
famous forbidden Gate of the Noon (Ngo Mon) and many temples and worship places inside the City. Moreover, the
Purple Forbidden City is the home to many emperors, queens and royal families of Nguyen Dynasty in 19th century.
Imperial Citadel (or Dai Noi) is built about in 1804, by thousands of labourers at the request of Emperor Gia Long.
The Imperial City and Citadel was a massive structure, large enough that a 10 kilometer moat was constructed to
surround and protect it. When the last Emperor of Vietnam stepped down the structure had expanded to include
hundreds of rooms. While quite grand in scale, many of the buildings were in a state of disrepair due to typhoon and
termite damage. In 1968 the Imperial City and Citadel were bombed by American forces during the Vietnam War,
demolishing most of the buildings. In 1993 the Imperial Citadel and the collective ‘Complex of Hue Monuments’ was
declared a UNESCO site. Another notable place is the complex of tombs of Nguyen emperors, including Gia Long
Tomb, Tu Duc Tomb, Minh Mang Tomb, Dong Khanh Tomb, Khai Dinh Tomb. Nevertheless, Thien Mu pagoda is a hot
spot of Hue, like One-pillar pagoda in Hanoi. Visiting Hue is synonymous with finding way back to old times.
27)  Who requested to build Imperial Citadel?
A. Nguyen Dynasty emperors did.                                 B. Queens and royal families did.                     
C. Emperor Gia Long did.                                              D. The last Emperor of Vietnam did.
28)  When did it use to be the capital of Vietnam?
A. From 1802 to 1945   B. In 19th century          C. In 1804                                D. In 1968
29)  What damaged Imperial Citadel?
A. Typhoons and termite B. The Bombing           C. termite                                  D. Both A and B
30)  What is the typical pagoda of Hue City?
A. One-pillar             B. Thien Mu                  C. Gia Long                              D. Gate of the Noon
PART IV  :   WRITING (2.5 points)
A. Give the correct form of the words in brackets to finish the following sentences.
31) Television makes things ....................... because it presents information in an effective way. (memory)
32) Computers can help us to do calculations with perfect ........................ (accurate) 
B. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting and CORRECT it.
33) Before I went to bed last night, I have already finished my revision of English.
                      A                   B              C                                      D
34) The teacher doesn’t allow  to use  the dictionary during the test.

        A              B                  C                              D
35) We visit shops, offices and places of scenic beauty from the help of computers.
               A                                    B                    C             D 
C. Rewrite the following sentences using the given suggestions.
36) We  no longer learn by heart our lessons passively for our exams. (Using “used to”) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
37) They haven’t done anything to prepare for the party. (Changing into Passive Voice)         
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
38)The song is popular among the young now. Ricky Martin has sung it lately. (Using a relative pronoun)
  ………………………………….…………………………………………………………………..…………………
39) We began to revise for the first term examinations two weeks ago.
 We have ………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………
40) Although he behaves well, she doesn’t love him.



 In spite of ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

THE END.

NGUYEN TRAI BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST -  10th FORM- TERM I
Full name:……………………………….. Time: 45Mins  – Theme 2
Group     : 10A..……./ Room:…………. Date:…………………………Mark:………………………..

Write your answers in the following table
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.
PART I: PHONETICS: (1 point)
A. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others:
1)  A. could            B. should       C. food             D. look
2)  A. opposite B. demonstration   C. technology                      D. photography
B. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others:
3)  A. scientist           B. media    C. special             D. computer
4)  A. understand            B. retarded     C. communicate             D. convenient
PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (4.5 points) Circle the best answer
5) When I was small, I ............................ fishing with my father at weekends.
      A. was used to go         B. used to go C. got used to go                 D. used to going
6) You shouldn’t be impatient with............................ work.

A. time-consumption B. time-consumed C. timing-consumption     D. time-consuming
7) The mother got angry because her son went out late at night without her............................ yesterday.

A. persuasion B. communication   C. permission                      D. convenience
8) The first term is going to an end soon, so we’ve arranged a ............................ excursion to Ninh Binh.

A. two-day B. two-days   C. two-day’s       D. two-days’
9) Do you think facebook is a miraculous medium if it is used within certain limits?
     A. strange                      B. powerful              C. spacious                          D. magical
10) By the time I rechecked  my test paper, all the candidates in the room ........................in theirs. .
     A. were handing            B. had handed        C. have handed                   D. were handed
11) The .............................. in the bomb attacks last Sunday have been taken care of.

A. injury                B. injure                   C. injured                      D. injuring
12) Media have a great effect..............................our daily lives. 

A. on                         B. at                         C. with                                D. from
13)- “ I’d like the see the film “Pete’s dragon”. .............................. it yet?” – “Yes. Twice.”

A. Did you watch B. Had you watched C. Do you watch               D. Have you watched
14) I passed the exam with high grades  ........................ made everyone in my family pleased.

A. which B. ,which             C. that                   D. whose
15) – “........................ do you go jogging ?” – “Every day”.
     A. When                         B. Both C and D    C. How often          D. How many times a week
16) -“ Why don’t we go for a picnic this weekend?”
      - “…………………………………………………..”

A. No way, sorry.                                 B. It sounds wonderful. 
C. Think before you say.                        D. No, let’s do that.

17) The heavy traffic  ........................... them from getting to the airport on time.
      A. prevented B. took                     C. made             D. confirmed
18). ....................... having worked hard for a long time, she could afford to buy a big house.
      A. Because        B. Because of         C. Although                          D. In spite of
19) The students ................ get high marks in the first term examinations will be congratulated next morning.

A. who                B. whom             C. ,that                               D. whose
20)-“ May I have my dictionary back?” – “ I clearly remember ....................... it to you last week.”
     A. bring                B. to bring                C. bringing                          D. to bringing
21) I have bought a lot of things because I .......................a party for my son.



A. am going to hold       B. will hold            C. hold                    D. am held
22) Don’t make any mistake in this document. You have to type it .......................

A. easily                        B. perfectly            C. violently                    D. accurately
PART III: READING (2 points)
A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
    Computers are  (23)_______   in many ways. First, they are fast. They can work with information even more
(24)_______ than a person. Second, computers can process a lot of information at the same time. Third, they
can keep the data for  a long time. They do not    (25)_______  things that  the common people do. Also
computers are not always corrects. They are not perfect, of course. But they don’t usually make mistakes.
These days, it is important to know about computers. There are a number of things to learn. Some companies
have classes for work. Also, most universities offer day and night courses in computer (26)_______   . Other
way to learn is from a book or a friend. After a few hours of practice, you can work with computers. You may
not be an expert, but you can have fun.
23) A. harmful             B. helpful C. careful D. meaningful
24) A. passively B. clearly C. quickly D. hardly
25) A. forget             B. remember     C. remind D. work
26) A. research             B. advance C. line             D. science
B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each question.
        Huế is a city in central Vietnam that was the seat of Nguyen Dynasty emperors and the national capital from
1802 to 1945. A major  attraction is its vast,  19th-century Citadel,  with many gates of  the fortress, including the
famous forbidden Gate of the Noon (Ngo Mon) and many temples and worship places inside the City. Moreover, the
Purple Forbidden City is the home to many emperors, queens and royal families of Nguyen Dynasty in 19th century.
Imperial Citadel (or Dai Noi) is built about in 1804, by thousands of labourers at the request of Emperor Gia Long.
The Imperial City and Citadel was a massive structure, large enough that a 10 kilometer moat was constructed to
surround and protect it. When the last Emperor of Vietnam stepped down the structure had expanded to include
hundreds of rooms. While quite grand in scale, many of the buildings were in a state of disrepair due to typhoon and
termite damage. In 1968 the Imperial City and Citadel were bombed by American forces during the Vietnam War,
demolishing most of the buildings. In 1993 the Imperial Citadel and the collective ‘Complex of Hue Monuments’ was
declared a UNESCO site. Another notable place is the complex of tombs of Nguyen emperors, including Gia Long
Tomb, Tu Duc Tomb, Minh Mang Tomb, Dong Khanh Tomb, Khai Dinh Tomb. Nevertheless, Thien Mu pagoda is a hot
spot of Hue, like One-pillar pagoda in Hanoi. Visiting Hue is synonymous with finding way back to old times.
27)  Who requested to build Imperial Citadel?
A. Nguyen Dynasty emperors did.                                 B. Queens and royal families did.                     
C. Emperor Gia Long did.                                           D. The last Emperor of Vietnam did.
28)  When did it use to be the capital of Vietnam?
A. From 1802 to 1945   B. In 19th century          C. In 1804                                D. In 1968
29)  What damaged Imperial Citadel?
A. Typhoons and termite B. The Bombing           C. termite                                  D. Both A and B
30)  What is the typical pagoda of Hue City?
A. One-pillar             B. Thien Mu                 C. Gia Long                              D. Gate of the Noon
PART IV  :   WRITING (2.5 points)
A. Give the correct form of the words in brackets to finish the following sentences.
31) Television makes things memorable because it presents information in an effective way. (memory)
32) Computers can help us to do calculations with perfect accuracy. (accurate) 
B. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting and CORRECT it.
33) Before I went to bed last night, I have already finished my revision of English.
                      A                   B              C                                      D                 (had)                            
34) The teacher doesn’t allow  to use dictionary during the test.

        A              B                 C                        D      (using/us to use)  
35) We visit shops, offices and places of scenic beauty from the help of computers.
               A                                    B                    C             D                          (with)
C. Rewrite the following sentences using the given suggestions.
36) We  no longer learn by heart our lessons passively for our exams. (Using “used to”) 
 We  used to learn by heart our lessons passively for our exams.
37) They haven’t done anything to prepare for the party. (Changing into Passive Voice)         
  Nothing has been done to prepare for the party.
38)  The song is popular among the young now. Ricky Martin has sung it lately. (Using a relative pronoun)
  The song that/which Ricky Martin has sung lately is popular among the young now.
39) We began to revise for the first term examinations two weeks ago.
 We have revised/been revising for the first term examinations for two weeks.
40) Although he behaves well, she doesn’t love him.



 In spite of his good behavior/his behaving well, she doesn’t love him.

THE END.


